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   Installation Instructions: Wall-mounted Perimeter Demarcation Lines 
 

Wall-mounted perimeter demarcation lines are placed on the wall with the BOTTOM EDGE of the 
photoluminescent marking NO MORE than 4 INCHES ABOVE the finished floor.  
 
If a 4-inch high wall base is installed in EXISTING construction, that old wall base often is barely hanging on to the 
wall because its adhesive has dried out. If old wall-base is already half falling off, we recommend the installers use 
that aged wall-base as alignment and install the photoluminescent marking right above the aged 4-in wall base.  
In new construction with freshly applied wall-base or a metal base, installers frequently apply the photoluminescent 
marking on the base itself.  
If neither metal, plastic or rubber base are present, installers mount the photoluminescent marking directly to the 
wall with the marking bottom edge at or below 4 inches.  
 

YOUR WALL MARKING OPTIONS: 
 
 Wall Tape in 1” or 2”      
      164-foot Roll Length 
 
 
 
 Aluminum Strip with foamy adhesive 
 1” x 4 feet 
1. Make sure the installation surface has no paint coming loose. Remove any flaky paint with a scraper 

and any surface unevenness with sandpaper.  

   
2. WATER WET-CLEAN the wall surface with a damp, lint-free microfiber cloth (much better than 
paper towels) to thoroughly remove any grease, dirt or grime. Discard dirty water and clean with CLEAN 
water.  

        
3. Typically wall surfaces in low location are sufficiently cleaned by water and usually a second wipe with 
Isopropyl alcohol is not necessary. Installer has to determine the cleanliness on site.   
 Prior to the marking installation, wall surface must be grime- and dust-free, dry and clean. 
 

5a. Round all Tape ends using scissors or a nail clipper. Press photoluminescent Tape in place. Do 
NOT pull Tape; instead lay it onto surface without stretching.  
5b. No need to round Aluminum Strip ends.  
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6. Remove adhesive-protecting backing withOUT touching adhesive: hold marking along its edges 
only. Position marking on the wall with the marking bottom edge at or below 4 inches. While the installation 
shall be continuous, small gaps are acceptable. In corners, do NOT tug the marking in.  Instead cut and 
restart. Do not curve or miter-cut on bends or turning corners. Better to apply short strips on a bend 

or turn to avoid any wrinkles, as those may come loose. Use a Pressure Roller to apply firm and even 
pressure onto the Tape to ensure its adhesive backing comes in contact with the entire handrail surface.  
The pressure roller also helps to squeeze out any bubbles.  
 
Item-No.: 86-7006 

                                                            
                                                                withOUT Pressure Roller: light touch            firmly press-applied = strong contact 
 

          
Wall Outlining meeting Exit Door Frame                                      Wall Outlining going across NON-EXIT Doors 
 

       
               Doors through which occupants must pass do NOT get blocked with a wall-mounted perimeter marking!! 
 

Do consult your local AHJ – Authority Having Jurisdiction to install according to YOUR  local Code requirements! 
!! Do NOT use 82-40708L Wall Tape on the Floor !!  NOT on Obstacles, such as Pipes !! 

 


